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Installation instructions for:
CH507 Models
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This product is ETL listed and suitable only for indoor

dry locations and approved for use at any height above

the finished floor.

The overall fixture height (H) is measured from bottom of

the bottom glass shade to the end of the fixture EZ Jack.

Determine the overall desired fixture height.

The height (H1) is from the bottom of the top shade to the

end of the fixture EZ Jack and it is 39" inches when the

fixture rods are not cut.

2 Mark amount (L1) from one end of the fixture rod that

needs to be cut shorter. (Optional)

3 Cut the fixture arms with a sharp cutter. (Optional)

4 Loosen (DO NOT REMOVE) the four M3 set screws on the

socket assembly rods.

5 Insert the two fixture rods on the opposite side of socket pin

holes, completely into the socket assembly rod and secure into

place by tightening the M3 set screws with the provided

1.5 MM Allen wrench.
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NOTE: To avoid interference while relamping do not

cut the fixture rods (L1) more than 24" inches.
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Insert the fixture rods into the EZ Jack assembly rod, make

sure the fixture rods are aligned with the top of the  EZ Jack

assembly rod. Tighten the two M3 set screw with 1.5 MM

Allen wrench.

8 The height (H2) is measured from bottom of the middle

glass shade to the middle of the top socket assembly rods.

Determine the desired (H2) fixture height. The height (H2)

is 39" inches when the fixture rods are not cut.

6 Loosen (Do Not Remove) the two M3 set screws on the

sides of the EZ Jack assembly rod with the provided

1.5 MM Allen Wrench.
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9 Mark amount (L2) from one end of the fixture rod that needs

to be cut shorter. (Optional)

(L2)

NOTE: To avoid interference while relamping do not

cut the fixture rods (L1) more than 24" inches.

Fixture Rod

10 Cut the fixture arms with a sharp cutter. (Optional)
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INSTALL THE LAMP

1A For each socket, loosen (Do Not Remove) the two M3 sets
screw with the 1.5 MM Allen wrench.

1A1A

11 Insert the fixture rods into the top EZ Jack assembly rods,

and tighten the two M3 set screw with 1.5 MM Allen wrench

and tighten.
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12 Loosen (Do Not Remove) the four M3 set screws on the

middle socket assembly rods.
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Insert the EZ Jack assembly rods from the end opposing

the socket pin holes onto the fixture rods. Make sure that

middle EZ Jack assembly rods are in line with the top

EZ Jack assembly rods and tighten the two M3 set screws

with the 1.5 MM Allen wrench.

Repeat steps 8 through 13 to install the bottom fixture.
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2A Push the lamp pins completely into the socket holes and
tighten the two M3 set screws with the 1.5 MM Allen wrench
to secure lamp in place.

1A1A

Socket

NOTE: To reduce the risk of a burn or electric shock

during relamping, disconnect the power to the fixture.

NOTE: Use only your fingers and soft cloth to replace
the lamp.
Use MAX 35 Watt, Type Xelogen (Xenon) Bi-Pin Lamp,
With Each Socket
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INSTALL THE GLASS

Installation instructions for:
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From between the fixture rods, carefully place a

glass shade onto each socket assembly.
1B

1B


